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Abstract— We present a space-time coded system which
achieves high throughput and good performance using low-
complexity detection and decoding. We focus on a Rate 2 quasi-
orthogonal space-time block code structure which enables us to
achieve an overall throughput of 5.6 bits/symbol period with
good performance and relatively simple decoding using iterative
parallel interference cancellation. We show that this can be
achieved through the use of a bit-mapped coded modulation
(BMCM) structure using parallel short low density parity check
codes. The proposed system is shown to perform well on flat
Rayleigh fading channels with a wide range of normalized
fade rates, and to be robust to channel estimation errors. A
comparison with bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) is also
provided.

Index Terms— Error correcting coding, iterative methods, low
density parity check codes, MIMO systems, space-time coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE goal of employing multiple transmit and receive
antennas is to increase available channel capacity and

improve performance over that of single antenna systems. In
this paper, we design a space-time coded modulation scheme
that (a) achieves high throughput, (b) provides good perfor-
mance, (c) generates low processing delay and (d) uses a low
complexity detection/decoding scheme. Most previous work
[1], [2], [3], [4] on multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
systems meets only two or three of these four criteria.

Direct transmission of coded modulation schemes [1] in
MIMO systems achieves high throughput, at the expense of
high detection complexity. The Bell-Labs Layered Space-Time
(BLAST) schemes [2] achieve high throughput at compara-
tively lower complexity but have relatively poor performance.
The concatenation of coded modulation schemes with orthog-
onal space-time block codes (OSTBCs) [3], [4] allows linear
separation of the transmitted symbols at the receiver, prior to
decoding. However, OSTBCs [5], [6] cannot offer rates greater
than 1 symbol per time slot. To increase this, we consider
quasi-orthogonal space-time block codes (QOSTBCs) [7], [8].
We focus on the double space time transmit diversity (DSTTD)
scheme of [8], which is a Rate 2 QOSTBC that combines
the Alamouti OSTBC [5] with BLAST [2]. Similar hybrid
schemes can be found in [9], and [10] for space-time trellis
codes.
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At the transmitter, the QOSTBC of [8] is serially con-
catenated with bit-mapped coded modulation (BMCM). This
BMCM-QOSTBC structure uses parallel forward error cor-
rection (FEC) component codes, which allows parallel decod-
ing in the receiver. Unlike bit-interleaved coded modulation
(BICM) [11], BMCM does not require interleaving1 and so has
shorter processing delays. We use parallel low density parity-
check (LDPC) component codes in the BMCM structure. This
allows belief propagation (BP) decoding, which has modest
decoding complexity, to be performed in parallel for each
component code. This is attractive in practical applications
because it reduces the overall processing delays.

OSTBCs can eliminate co-channel interference in multiple
antenna transmissions using simple linear processing [5],
[6]. However, following linear processing, some co-channel
interference remains with QOSTBCs and this degrades per-
formance. For the Rate 1 QOSTBC of [7], performance is
improved by employing joint detection (JD), which has high
detection complexity. For the Rate 2 QOSTBC of [8], ordered
successive interference cancellation (SIC) [2], [10], [9] is used.
Here, we employ iterative parallel interference cancellation
(PIC) [12], [13], [14] to mitigate the co-channel interference.
PIC is widely used in multi-user environments and is consid-
ered less complex than SIC [12]. As in [13], [14], iterations
will be performed between the PIC detector and parallel FEC
decoders. Diagonal-BLAST and convolutional codes are used
in [14]. A performance comparison of layered space time
codes is carried out in [13], where an improved version of the
PIC detector uses decision statistics combining [15]. Here, we
use a standard form of PIC to maintain simplicity. The systems
in [13], [14] use PIC with BLAST schemes. Here, we employ
PIC with QOSTBCs.

To date, most research on STBCs assumes quasi-static
fading [5], [7], i.e. the channel stays constant for the duration
of the STBC block and varies independently from block to
block. Essentially this is a fast-fading channel. We employ
this initially to allow a fair comparison with existing systems.
We then investigate the performance of the BMCM-QOSTBC
scheme in time-varying flat Rayleigh fading, over a wide range
of normalized fade rates, and demonstrate its robustness to
channel estimation errors.

In Section II, we describe the proposed BMCM-QOSTBC
structure and the channel model. We define a power correlation
coefficient to model channel estimation errors. Section III
describes the different detection and decoding schemes used.
Simulation results are presented in Section IV and compar-

1Our simulations have shown that using interleavers with BMCM in a fast-
fading channel provides no performance gain.
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Fig. 1. Transmitter and receiver structures.

isons to other systems are shown. For higher order constel-
lations, we show how performance can be optimized. We
show that the proposed system is robust to time-varying flat
Rayleigh fading and to channel estimation errors. Conclusions
are drawn in Section V.

II. PROPOSED BMCM-QOSTBC SYSTEM

We consider a MIMO system with nT nR independent
subchannels between nT transmit and nR receive antennas.
Initially, we assume quasi-static flat Rayleigh fading with ideal
channel state information (CSI) available at the receiver, but
not at the transmitter. We consider the effects of imperfect CSI
in Section IV-B. In Section IV-D, we investigate the effects
of allowing the fading to vary continuously according to a
normalized fade rate.

A. Encoding

The proposed BMCM-QOSTBC structure is shown in Fig.
1a. We consider a 2M -ary constellation. The input data stream
is demultiplexed into M data substreams {Bm}M

m=1 with
block lengths Km. Each substream is encoded using an LDPC
code2 to obtain M length-N codewords {Cm}M

m=1, where the
ith encoded bit in Cm is denoted Cm

i . Note the flexibility of
the BMCM structure, where substreams can be encoded using
LDPC codes with different values of Km as long as all M
codes produce codewords of the same length, N . The overall
rate of the M LDPC codes is then

Rldpc =
∑M

m=1 Km

MN
. (1)

The encoding process can be written as Cm = BmGm,
where Gm is the Km-by-N generator matrix of the mth

2Any FEC codes may be used, but LDPC codes were chosen to keep
decoding complexity low.

LDPC component code. The LDPC code construction is
described in Appendix I. It novel to the best of our knowledge,
and allows for a flexible choice of rates. The ith bits from
all M LDPC codewords collectively select the ith 2M -ary
constellation point si.

The rate 1 QOSTBC in [7] is given by

ζ44 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

s1 s2 s3 s4

−s∗
2 s∗

1 −s∗
4 s∗

3

−s∗
3 −s∗

4 s∗
1 s∗

2

s4 −s3 −s2 s1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , (2)

where each column is transmitted from a different antenna and
each row is transmitted in a different time slot. This QOSTBC
transmits four new constellation points (s1, s2, s3, s4) using
nT = 4 and L = 4 time slots. The STBC rate is defined as

Rstbc =
number of new symbols transmitted, w

number of time slots used, L
. (3)

Here we consider the DSTTD scheme of [8] which can be
described by

ζ42 =
[

s1 s2 s3 s4

−s∗
2 s1 −s∗

4 s3

]
, (4)

where four new constellation points are transmitted using
nT = 4 and L = 2 time slots. This is a truncated version
of the Rate 1 QOSTBC in (2). If we split the transmit
antennas into Group A (Tx1, Tx2) and Group B (Tx3, Tx4),
we are effectively transmitting the two groups independently
(as in BLAST schemes), where each group uses the simple
Alamouti OSTBC. Therefore, DSTTD is quasi-orthogonal and
has Rstbc = 2. We shall refer to it as the Rate 2 QOSTBC.
The throughput for a system using a 2M -ary constellation is
then defined as

Throughput = MRstbcRldpc bits/symbol period. (5)

Compared to the more well-known BICM structure [11],
BMCM allows parallel processing, which suits implementa-
tion using the increasingly popular field-programmable gate
arrays (FPGAs) [16]. For the same frame length (containing
approximately the same number of information bits), the
BMCM structure uses M components codes which are M
times shorter than the single code in the BICM structure,
for 2M -ary constellations. Therefore, the processing delay
required for BMCM is only 1

M that of BICM. In addition,
BICM suffers from further processing delays due to the use
of interleavers and deinterleavers.

B. Channel Model

We consider Rayleigh flat fading and let αq
p(t) denote

the complex fading coefficient affecting the symbol xp(t) at
time t for the subchannel between the pth transmit antenna
and the qth receive antenna for p = 1, 2, ..., nT and q =
1, 2, ..., nR. We model the coefficients as zero-mean complex
Gaussian random variables with variance 1/2 per dimension.
We consider three time-varying channel models (from less to
more practical):

QS-Ind channel: This is the most common channel model
in the literature [5], [7]. The fading coefficients
remain fixed during each STBC block of L time slots
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and vary independently from one block to the next
(quasi-static fading).

QS-fDT channel: The fading coefficients remain fixed dur-
ing each STBC block but vary according to the
normalized fDT from one block to the next3, where
the maximum Doppler shift fD is normalized to the
symbol period T .

NoQS-fDT channel: The quasi-static fading assumption is
removed. The fading coefficients vary continuously
from one time slot to the next according to fDT .

CSI is assumed to be available at the receiver, but not at
the transmitter. To consider the effect of imperfect CSI, we
model the estimated CSI4 coefficients as

α̂ = ρα +
√

1 − ρ2ε, 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 (6)

where α is the actual CSI, ρ is the power correlation coefficient
between α2 and α̂2, and ε is an independent zero-mean
complex Gaussian random variable with variance 1/2 per
dimension. This model is used so that the estimated CSI has
the same variance as the actual CSI. We specify the estimation
noise energy as 1−ρ2

ρ2 × 100% with respect to the actual CSI
energy. When ρ = 1, we have α̂ = α, meaning perfect CSI is
available.

We fix the total transmitted energy across all nT transmit
antennas to be 1 for each time slot. For nT = 4, the symbol
transmitted from each antenna then contains 1

nT
= 1/4 unit

of energy. The sampled signal at the qth receive antenna is a
noisy superposition of the faded transmitted signals given by

rq(t) =
nT∑
p=1

αq
p(t)xp(t) + wq(t), t = 1, ..., L, (7)

where wq(t) is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
at the qth receive antenna at time t for q = 1, 2, ..., nR. It is
modeled as an independent complex Gaussian random variable
with zero mean and a one-dimensional noise variance defined
by

σ2 =
N0

2
=

nT Es

MRstbcRldpc100.1SNR
, (8)

where Es is the average energy of a constellation point
and SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio per receive antenna in
decibels (dB).

III. DETECTION AND DECODING

At the receiver, linear processing [5], [6] is first applied to
the received signals to produce soft estimates of the transmit-
ted symbols. Assuming perfect CSI, this produces estimates
of the transmitted symbols s1, s2, s3, s4, as in (9) and (10)
for the Rate 1 and Rate 2 QOSTBCs, respectively. These
equations assume quasi-static fading and therefore the time
notation is dropped from the αq

p terms since αq
p(1) = αq

p(2) =
... = αq

p(L). When this assumption is removed (e.g. NoQS-
fDT channel), the αq

p terms vary according to fDT . However,
linear processing is still performed using the estimate α̂q

p(1)

3Using a third-order FIR filter, we generate fading coefficients which vary
according to fDT , but we only use every Lth coefficient.

4Actual estimation of CSI at the receiver is beyond the scope of the present
paper. Only modelling of a random estimation error is considered.

for all L time slots, as if the fading were quasi-static. This
maintains the simplicity of the linear processing.

ŝ1 =
nR∑
q=1

(|αq
1|2 + |αq

2|2 + |αq
3|2 + |αq

4|2)s1

+
nR∑
q=1

2(αq
1α

q∗
4 − αq

2α
q∗
3 )s4 + noise

ŝ2 =
nR∑
q=1

(|αq
1|2 + |αq

2|2 + |αq
3|2 + |αq

4|2)s2

+
nR∑
q=1

2(αq
2α

q∗
3 − αq

1α
q∗
4 )s3 + noise

ŝ3 =
nR∑
q=1

(|αq
1|2 + |αq

2|2 + |αq
3|2 + |αq

4|2)s3

+
nR∑
q=1

2(αq
2α

q∗
3 − αq

1α
q∗
4 )s2 + noise

ŝ4 =
nR∑
q=1

(|αq
1|2 + |αq

2|2 + |αq
3|2 + |αq

4|2)s4

︸ ︷︷ ︸
desired terms

+
nR∑
q=1

2(αq
1α

q∗
4 − αq

2α
q∗
3 )s1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
interference terms

+noise.

(9)

ŝ1 =

nR�
q=1

(|αq
1|2 + |αq

2|2)s1

+

nR�
q=1

(αq∗
1 αq

3 + αq
2α

q∗
4 )s3+

nR�
q=1

(αq∗
1 αq

4 − αq
2α

q∗
3 )s4+noise

ŝ2 =

nR�
q=1

(|αq
1|2 + |αq

2|2)s2

+

nR�
q=1

(αq∗
2 αq

4 + αq
1α

q∗
3 )s4+

nR�
q=1

(αq∗
2 αq

3 − αq
1α

q∗
4 )s3+noise

ŝ3 =

nR�
q=1

(|αq
3|2 + |αq

4|2)s3

+

nR�
q=1

(αq∗
3 αq

1 + αq
4α

q∗
2 )s1+

nR�
q=1

(αq∗
3 αq

2 − αq
4α

q∗
1 )s2+noise

ŝ4 =

nR�
q=1

(|αq
3|2 + |αq

4|2)s4

� �� �
desired terms

+

nR�
q=1

(αq∗
4 αq

2 + αq
3α

q∗
1 )s2+

nR�
q=1

(αq∗
4 αq

1 − αq
3α

q∗
2 )s1

� �� �
interference terms

+noise.

(10)

The interference terms in (9) and (10) are due to the loss of
orthogonality in the QOSTBC structures of (2) and (4). The
soft symbol estimates from the linear processing are used by
either the JD scheme of [7] or the proposed PIC scheme to
produce better estimates, as explained below.
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A. Joint Detection

The receiver structure for the JD scheme of [7] is shown
in Fig. 1b. The Rate 1 QOSTBC of [7] produces estimates
that depend on the transmitted symbol plus one interferer
and some noise terms, as shown in (9). The JD scheme
considers all possible pairs of constellation points consisting
of a transmitted symbol and an interferer, and selects the best
pair based on Euclidean distance. The improved estimates are
then transformed into the corresponding bit metrics f0

m,i and
f1

m,i for the M BP decoders, calculated using (11) and (15)
in Section III-C.

As seen in (9), linear processing on the Rate 1 QOSTBC
decouples the transmitted symbols into two independent pairs
(s1,s4 and s2,s3). This is a special case that allows a
reduced search complexity of 2(2M )2 using pairwise JD. The
complexity increases as (2M )w for higher rate QOSTBCs,
where w is the number of new symbols per QOSTBC block
and is typically given by nT . For a BMCM system using 16-
QAM and the Rate 2 QOSTBC, JD requires a search through
164 = 65536 possible combinations of four constellation
points.

B. Parallel Interference Cancellation

The exponentially increasing complexity of JD with nT mo-
tivates the use of a simpler detection scheme such as PIC. In
[14], information is iteratively shared between a PIC block and
nT convolutional decoders, via interleaving/de-interleaving.
In [13], information is iteratively shared between the PIC
block and nT LDPC decoders, again via interleaving/de-
interleaving. Interleaving/de-interleaving generates additional
processing delays. Here, information is iteratively exchanged
between the PIC block and the M parallel LDPC decoders,
via mapping/demapping with no interleaving. The resulting
receiver structure is shown in Fig. 1c.

In the first iteration, no PIC is performed following linear
processing. The symbol estimates from the linear processing
block are demodulated and the soft bit metrics f0

m,i and f1
m,i

are passed directly to the M parallel LDPC decoders. The hard
bit decisions from the decoders are then re-modulated to give
improved estimates of the transmitted symbols, which are then
used with the CSI to perform soft interference cancellation
according to (9) or (10). This process generates improved
soft symbol estimates which are again demodulated and the
corresponding soft bit metrics passed to the parallel LDPC
decoders. This iterative process is repeated until there is
negligible further improvement in performance.

The LDPC decoders use the BP decoding algorithm, which
requires internal iterations. These differ from the iterations
between the PIC block and the LDPC decoders described
above. We use the terms BP iterations and PIC updates to
distinguish the two iterative processes.

The detection complexity of PIC is only w(2M ) per PIC
update5 for any QOSTBCs, since each transmitted symbol
is individually detected. This represents a linear increase in
complexity for PIC compared to a polynomial increase for
JD, as throughput is increased through constellation size.

5Typically, 4-9 PIC updates is sufficient to achieve good performance.

When nT increases, w also increases, but PIC maintains a
linear growth in detection complexity whereas JD suffers from
exponential growth.

C. Derivation of the Bit Metric to the BP Decoders.

The outputs of the JD or PIC detection blocks are the soft
symbol estimates, ŝi, of (9) or (10). The mth BP decoder
requires as input bit metrics f0

m,i = P (Cm
i = 0|ŝi) and

f1
m,i = P (Cm

i = 1|ŝi). We calculate these bit metrics from
the symbol estimates using

f0
m,i =

1
1 + eλm

i
, f1

m,i =
1

1 + e−λm
i

(11)

so that f0
m,i + f1

m,i = 1, and we define

λm
i = ln

P (Cm
i = 1|ŝi)

P (Cm
i = 0|ŝi)

. (12)

The soft estimated symbol from the JD or PIC block can be
written as ŝi = Ksi + ni, where K is the coefficient of si in
(9) or (10), and ni is the sum of the interference and receiver
noise terms. We assume that ni is a complex Gaussian random
variable. Denote χ

m,(0)
i as the set of symbols associated with

Cm
i = 0 and χ

m,(1)
i as those associated with Cm

i = 1. Then,
(12) can be rewritten as

λm
i = ln

Σ
β∈χ

m,(1)
i

P (si = β|ŝi)

Σ
γ∈χ

m,(0)
i

P (si = γ|ŝi)
(13)

By assuming equiprobable si, using Bayes rule and applying
the max-log-MAP approximation [17], we can approximate
(13) by

λm
i ≈ 1

2σ2
[ min
β∈χ

m,(0)
i

||ŝi−Kγ||2− min
β∈χ

m,(1)
i

||ŝi−Kβ||2] (14)

where σ2 is the variance of ni.
It was shown in [17] that omitting the variance in (14)

provides a slight improvement in performance at high SNR. In
(14), λm

i is expressed as the difference between two minimum
squared Euclidean distances. The minimum squared Euclidean
distance is simply a distance metric characterized by the L2-
norm in Euclidean space. In [17], this metric was generalized
to an Lp-norm and it was found that decreasing p to 1.9
provided some gain in performance over p = 2. We extend
this idea further to p = 1 due to the simplicity of calculating
the L1-norm. Then, (14) takes the form

λm
i ≈ min

γ∈χ
m,(0)
i

||ŝi − Kγ||1 − min
β∈χ

m,(1)
i

||ŝi − Kβ||1 (15)

where ||.||1 denotes the L1-norm. The calculation of the
variance and the squaring operation are not used in (15),
resulting in less computation than in (14). We have found that
this yields good performance at low complexity. Note that
including the noise variance at high SNR and using larger
values of p tends to magnify unreliable values of λm

i and was
shown in [17] to degrade performance.
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

All the simulation results presented are for MIMO sys-
tems with6 nT = nR = 4. Gray mapped 16-QAM and
QPSK constellations are used. We introduce the notation
Modulation − QOSTBC − Detection to indicate the dif-
ferent modulations, QOSTBCs and detection schemes used
in our BMCM systems. We use R1, R2 to denote the Rate 1
QOSTBC and Rate 2 QOSTBC, respectively. For example, the
16QAM-R2-PIC system uses 16-QAM, the Rate 2 QOSTBC,
and PIC detection. For the uncoded systems, a frame is the
length of the STBC block, L, while for coded systems, a frame
has length � N

Rstbc
� where N is the block length of the LDPC

component codes and �x� denotes the smallest integer greater
than7 x. Each simulation point contains at least 100 frame
errors. A frame is considered to be in error if and only if any
of its data bits are in error.

In Section IV-A, results are presented for systems assuming
the QS-Ind channel and perfect CSI at the receiver. We
compare BMCM-QOSTBC-PIC performance to other pub-
lished results at comparable throughputs. In Section IV-B, we
examine the effects of imperfect channel estimation. In Section
IV-D, we investigate the effects of removing the quasi-static
fading assumption by comparing the performances in the QS-
fDT and NoQS-fDT channels, over a wide range of normalized
fade rates.

A. Perfect CSI

Fig. 2 illustrates the coded bit error rate (BER) perfor-
mance for the proposed 16QAM-R2-PIC system, using four
(343,186) LDPC component codes in a BMCM structure after
1, 2, 4, 5 and 9 PIC updates. The notation BP = 20(5)
indicates that a maximum8 of 20 BP iterations are used
between PIC updates and 5 PIC updates are used in total.
Thus, a maximum of Nmax = 120 = 20+5×20 BP iterations
are used. The performance gain after more than 5 updates is
minimal. The BER curve after 4 PIC updates is falling at
almost 2 decades/dB and is not showing any signs of an error
floor at 10−6. Each PIC update, coupled with BP decoding,
provides diminishing improvement in performance.

Fig. 3 compares the uncoded BER performance of the Rate
1/2 OSTBC of [6] using linear processing (OSTBC-LP) and
the Rate 1 QOSTBC using JD [7]. In addition, we show the
coded BER performance for the 16QAM-R1-JD, 16QAM-R1-
PIC and the QPSK-R2-PIC systems. The modulation schemes
are all chosen to result in the same approximate throughput
of 2 bits/symbol period. The uncoded Rate 1/2 OSTBC has
the worst performance in the group because it pays a penalty
for the low value of Rstbc, resulting in the required use of

6Although STBCs were originally proposed for one receive antenna,
QOSTBCs introduce co-channel interference which increases the number of
degrees of freedom required by the receiver to compensate the co-channel
interference. For example, a Rate 2 QOSTBC symbol estimate contains 2
interference terms after linear processing, so at least 3 receive antennas are
required to provide the necessary degrees of freedom. However, 4 receive
antennas were chosen in order to provide a fair comparison to other systems.

7The LDPC component codes are zero-padded to ensure that the coded
frame length is an integer.

8The BP algorithm uses a stopping criterion which will terminate BP
decoding, between PIC updates, before 20 iterations if a codeword is found.
PIC updates do not terminate early.
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Fig. 2. BER performance of the proposed 16QAM-R2-PIC system using
four (343,186) LDPC component codes for 1, 2, 4, 5 and 9 PIC updates
and a maximum of 20 BP iterations between PIC updates. Throughput is 4.3
bits/symbol period.
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Fig. 3. BER performance comparison of coded and uncoded systems for the
same approximate throughput of 2 bits/symbol period.

16-QAM and no LDPC codes. It attains a BER of 10−4 at
13.2dB. The Rate 1 QOSTBC using JD reaches the same BER
at 9.7dB, a gain of 3.5dB over the OSTBC. This is primarily
because the Rate 1 QOSTBC has double the rate and so we
can use a smaller constellation (QPSK) with a larger minimum
Euclidean distance between constellation points.

We also compare the performance in Fig. 3 of the coded
16QAM-R1-JD and 16QAM-R1-PIC schemes using four
(343,186) LDPC component codes. When JD is used, the
symbol estimates are demapped and the bit estimates are
passed to the parallel BP decoders. A maximum of 200 BP
iterations is used to decode each LDPC code. Due to the
high complexity of JD, it is performed only once. When
PIC is used, the symbol estimates on the first iteration are
passed directly to the BP decoders after linear processing. On
subsequent iterations, soft information from the BP decoders
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Fig. 4. FER (solid lines) and BER (dashed lines) performance of the
16QAM-R2-PIC BMCM system using (343,186) LDPC component codes.
Performance is shown for different numbers of PIC updates when an over-
all maximum of Nmax = 100 BP iterations is used. Throughput is 4.3
bits/symbol period.

is passed to the PIC block. The coded 16QAM-R1-JD scheme
achieves a BER of 10−4 at 6.4dB, a gain of 3.3dB over the
uncoded QPSK-R1-JD scheme. The coded 16QAM-R1-PIC
scheme achieves the same BER at 4.6dB, a further gain of
1.8dB over the coded 16QAM-R1-JD scheme.

When the Rate 2 QOSTBC is used with the same LDPC
component codes and PIC, QPSK produces the required
throughput. Fig. 3 shows that this achieves a BER of 10−4

at about 1.1dB, a gain of 3.5dB over coded 16QAM-R1-PIC.
This represents an overall gain of 12.1dB over the uncoded
Rate 1/2 OSTBC.

Fig. 4 shows the frame error rate (FER) and BER perfor-
mance of the 16QAM-R2-PIC scheme using (343,186) LDPC
component codes, providing a throughput of 4.3 bits/symbol
period. Different numbers of PIC updates and BP iterations are
used with Nmax fixed at 100. Performance generally improves
as the number of PIC updates is increased. However, increas-
ing the number of PIC updates beyond 9 and 19 degrades the
FER and BER performances, respectively, because the number
of allowable BP iterations between PIC updates decreases
to a level such that the BP algorithm is unable to converge
properly. To obtain good performance for a fixed Nmax, we
have found that setting BP=

√
Nmax(

√
Nmax − 1) provides a

good starting point. This corresponds to a ratio of PIC updates
to BP iterations (between updates) of approximately 1. The
effects on performance of changing this ratio are considered
in detail in [18]. In Fig. 4, the best FER and the second best
BER performances are produced by setting BP=10(9). This
combination is used throughout the rest of this paper, unless
otherwise stated.

We now compare the FER performance of the 16QAM-
R2-PIC BMCM system, the interleaved horizontal generalized
layered space-time (HGLST) system9 of [10] and the LST-c

9This system was chosen due to its comparable throughput, hybrid space-
time code structure and values of nT and nR.

layered space-time system10 of [13]. The interleaved HGLST
scheme uses a 16-state space-time trellis code, 130 time slots
in a frame and ordered SIC at the receiver. The LST-c scheme
transmits QPSK symbols directly using interleaving over both
space and time, instead of using space-time codes. It uses a
(504,252) LDPC component code on each transmit antenna,
giving a frame length of 252 time slots. The LST-c scheme
uses a modified PIC detector [15] with decision statistics
combining to improve performance at the cost of increased
complexity. Interleaving and deinterleaving are performed
between the PIC detector and nT BP decoders in an itera-
tive fashion. In contrast, the BMCM-QOSTBC-PIC system
employs a standard PIC detector, which is computationally
less complex than either the modified PIC detector of [15]
or ordered SIC. Constellation mapping and demapping are
performed between the PIC detector with M BP decoders,
and this significantly reduces the processing delay compared to
interleaving and deinterleaving in [13]. We use four (343,186)
LDPC component codes and 172 time slots per frame.

All three systems employ nT = nR = 4. The
BMCM-QOSTBC-PIC (4.3 bits/symbol period) system out-
performs the HGLST (4.0 bits/symbol period) and LST-c
(4.0 bits/symbol period) systems by about 5.0dB and 2.1dB,
respectively, at FER=10−2. The FER curve is falling at 2
decades/dB, compared to only 0.5 decade/dB for the other
two. Therefore, we achieve greater diversity gain than these
two systems.

B. Imperfect CSI

All the results presented thus far assume that perfect CSI is
available at the receiver. Although this assumption is widely
adopted, it is unrealistic. Here, we investigate the effects of
imperfect channel estimation on BER performance, where the
estimated CSI is modelled using (6). Fig. 5 shows the impact
of CSI error on performance for the 16QAM-R1-JD and
QPSK-R2-PIC systems. Both schemes use (343,186) LDPC
component codes. Compared to the perfect CSI case, the coded
16QAM-R1-JD system loses 1.2dB and 3.9dB at BER=10−4,
for ρ = 0.98 and ρ = 0.95 respectively11. This is equivalent to
estimation error energies of about 4% and 11% of the actual
CSI, respectively. The coded QPSK-R2-PIC system loses only
0.5dB and 1.2dB in the same scenario. Simulations also found
that the coded 16QAM-R1-PIC system loses 1.0dB and 2.7dB
compared to perfect CSI. All these systems have a throughput
of 2 bits/symbol period.

Higher order modulation schemes have a smaller mini-
mum squared Euclidean distance between constellation points,
and hence are more sensitive to channel estimation errors.
Comparing the QPSK-R2-PIC and 16QAM-R1-PIC systems,
we see that the SNR gain due to the extra estimation noise
protection offered by QPSK exceeds the SNR loss due to the
additional cochannel interference introduced by the Rate 2
QOSTBC. This demonstrates the effectiveness of using higher
rate STBCs rather than higher order modulations to increase
throughput.

10This system was chosen due to its comparable throughput, similar
detection-decoding scheme and values of nT and nR.

11Using fixed ρ provides the worst-case performance. In [19], it was shown
that ρ approaches 1 with increasing SNR.
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Fig. 6. FER (solid lines) and BER (dashed lines) performances for
the 16QAM-R2-PIC system using (a) (343,186) LDPC component codes
(4.3 bits/symbol period) and (b) (2197,1544) LDPC component codes (5.6
bits/symbol period). Perfect (ρ=1) and imperfect (ρ=0.99 and 0.98) CSI are
considered. All LDPC codes use BP=10(9).

Comparing 16QAM-R1-JD and 16QAM-R1-PIC, we find
that JD is more sensitive to imperfect CSI than PIC. The JD
scheme also suffers a diversity loss in the presence of estima-
tion errors. The iterative nature of PIC detection together with
BP decoding improves robustness to channel estimation errors,
compared to one-off JD detection followed by BP decoding.

It is obvious from Fig. 5 that the QPSK-R2-PIC system is
very robust to channel estimation errors. It loses only about
2.5dB compared to the perfect CSI case when ρ = 0.90, which
is equivalent to an estimation error energy of approximately
23%. In addition, no diversity loss can be seen.

Fig. 6 show the effects of CSI estimation error on the
FER and BER performances for 16QAM-R2-PIC using short
(343,186) and long (2197,1544) LDPC component codes.
Each frame corresponds to the length of the LDPC code,
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Fig. 7. Decision boundaries for each sub-label constellation of Gray-mapped
16-QAM.

which spans 172 and 1100 time slots, respectively, for the short
and long LDPC codes. When ρ = 0.98, the BER for the short
LDPC codes reaches 10−4 at 6.5dB, an SNR loss of 1.6dB
from the perfect CSI case. When longer LDPC component
codes are used, a loss of about 2.1dB is observed. The long
LDPC codes enable the system to achieve a throughput of 5.6
bits/symbol period. Both the FER and BER curves for the long
LDPC codes are falling at 5 decades/dB (for ρ = 1) and 4
decades/dB (ρ = 0.98). No error floors are observed down
to FER=10−4 and BER=10−6. Throughput can be further
increased by increasing Rldpc, but this may lead to error floors.

C. Performance with Unequal Error Correction

In Gray-mapped 16-QAM systems, two of the four bits
that label the constellation points are better protected than the
other two, due to the average distance of each constellation
point to the decision boundary corresponding to each bit
[20]. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 where a Gray-mapped 16-
QAM constellation (denoted ABCD) is divided according to
its four sub-labels (denoted A,B,C and D, respectively). If d is
the minimum distance between any two constellation points,
the average distance of each point to the closest decision
boundary, dbd,av , is d for sub-labels A and B, and 0.5d for sub-
labels C and D. Therefore, sub-labels A,B are better protected
against errors than sub-labels C,D.

Consider the 16QAM-R2-PIC system using (2197,1663)
LDPC component codes on all sub-labels, giving a system
throughput of 6.1 bits/symbol period. We call this System I.
Due to the unequal error protection between AB and CD, our
simulations show that the AB outperforms CD by about 1dB
at BER=10−5. We now introduce System II, which uses a
(2197,1728) LDPC code on AB and a (2197,1596) LDPC code
on CD, giving the same system throughput of 6.1 bits/symbol
period.

The advantage of using codes with unequal error correction
capabilities on sub-labels with unequal error protection is
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Fig. 8. BER performance comparison between 16QAM-R2-PIC systems.
System I uses the same (2197,1663) LDPC code on all sub-labels, giving
Rldpc = 0.756. System II uses the (2197,1728) LDPC code on AB and
(2197,1596) LDPC code on CD, giving Rldpc = 0.756. System III uses the
(2197,1702) LDPC code on AB and (2197,1596) LDPC code on CD, giving
Rldpc = 0.751. Performance is shown for both perfect (ρ = 1) and imperfect
(ρ = 0.98) CSI.

illustrated in Fig. 8. The BMCM structure allows each LDPC
code to be matched to the different error protection of the
corresponding sub-labels. By using a more powerful LDPC on
the less protected sub-labels CD and a higher rate LDPC on
the better protected sub-labels AB, System II achieves a 0.3dB
gain over System I at BER=10−5, for the same throughput. In
addition, it exhibits error floors at a slightly lower BER than
System I and is more robust to channel estimation errors.

In Fig. 8, System III uses a more powerful but lower rate
(2197,1702) LDPC code on sub-labels AB, compared to the
(2197,1728) LDPC code used on sub-labels AB in System
II. This decreases the system throughput by 0.8% to 6.0
bits/symbol period, but lowers the error floor. This illustrates
the ability of the BMCM structure to provide a range of
performance versus throughput tradeoffs.

D. Fast and Slow Fading

The quasi-static fading assumption in the QS-Ind and QS-
fDT channels allows detection using simple linear processing.
However, this is not realistic in practice. Here, we investigate
the performance of the BMCM-QOSTBC-PIC system in time-
varying channels with a range of normalized fade rates,
fDT . Fig. 9 shows the effects of removing the quasi-static
assumption, which transforms the QS-fDT channel into the
NoQS-fDT channel, for fDT in the range of 0.1 to 0.0001. We
use QPSK and the Rate 2 QOSTBC with two (343,186) LDPC
component codes, giving a throughput of 2 bits/symbol period.
A 1.6dB loss is observed in very fast fading (fDT=0.1)
at BER=10−4. The SNR loss arises because the NoQS-fDT
channel changes significantly over the L time slots of the
STBC when fDT=0.1, contributing to large errors when
the quasi-static assumption is used during linear processing.
Removing the quasi-static assumption has almost no effect on
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Fig. 9. BER performance for the QPSK BMCM Rate 2 QOSTBC using PIC
in the QS-fDT channel (solid lines) and the NoQS-fDT channel (dashed lines),
for normalized fade rates of 0.1 - 0.0001. Both schemes use the (343,186)
LDPC component codes. Perfect CSI is assumed. Throughput is 2 bits/symbol
period.

performance for the more realistic fDT values of 0.01 (fast
fading) to 0.0001 (slow fading).

On the other hand, as fDT decreases from 0.01 to 0.0001
in both the QS-fDT and NoQS-fDT channels, the channel
variation over a LDPC codeword decreases significantly. This
results in a diversity loss as the fading becomes slower.

The simulation results of Fig. 9 for the QPSK-R2-PIC
system use BP=10(9) in detection/decoding process. It was
found that increasing the number of PIC updates (while
maintaining 10 BP iterations between updates) provides sig-
nificant diversity and coding gains when the fading is slow
(fDT < 0.001). These gains are negligible in the fast fading
scenario (fDT = 0.01). In addition, increasing the number of
BP iterations between the PIC updates provides no significant
gains.

Although not shown here, the removal of the quasi-static
assumption for the 16QAM-R2-PIC system results in an error
floor at BER=10−2 when fDT = 0.1. When fDT = 0.01, the
performance loss is about 0.1dB at BER=10−4. For fDT in
the range of 0.001− 0.0001, the loss is negligible. Removing
the quasi-static assumption in the channel, but not in the
detector, effectively results in CSI errors in fast fading. This
is consistent with Fig. 5 where the 16QAM system is seen
to be more sensitive to CSI errors than QPSK. As the fading
slows, the change in CSI over adjacent time slots decreases
and hence, the performance loss in going from the QS-fDT
channel to the NoQS-fDT channel decreases.

Finally, we take another step towards more practical system
assumptions by using the NoQS-fDT channel with a 2% (ρ =
0.99) channel estimation error in Fig. 10. We compare coded
FER performance for the QPSK-R2-PIC12 and 16QAM-R1-
JD systems, using (343,186) LDPC component codes. Here,

12The 16QAM-R2-PIC system is not used here because this requires a
256QAM-R1-JD system to obtain comparable throughputs. This requires JD
to search through 2(256)2=131,072 possible pairs, for each block of 4 symbol
estimates. Our aim is high throughput with feasible complexity.
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we use BP=10(19) for the PIC system, giving Nmax = 200.
The JD system also uses Nmax = 200.

When the fading is slow (fDT = 0.0001), QPSK-R2-PIC
outperforms 16QAM-R1-JD by about 5.5dB at FER=10−3.
However, the QPSK-R2-PIC system suffers a diversity loss at
high SNR. This loss can be eliminated by employing more
than 19 PIC updates (and hence larger Nmax). In fast fading
(fDT = 0.01), QPSK-R2-PIC outperforms 16QAM-R1-JD at
the same FER by approximately 6dB, with no sign of an error
floor. Similar trends are exhibited in the BER case, for both
systems.

In Section II-A we compared the structure of bit-interleaved
coded modulation (BICM) to BMCM. In Fig. 11, we compare
the performance for both systems using 16-QAM and the Rate
2 QOSTBC. The BMCM system uses two (343,216) LDPC

codes on sub-labels AB and two (343,156) LDPC codes on
sub-labels CD to match the unequal error protection of 16-
QAM. This gives an overall throughput of approximately 4.3
bits/symbol period. It spans 172 time slots. The BICM system
uses a single (1331,730) LDPC code and spans 167 time slots.
Both systems have approximately the same system throughput.

In the QS-Ind channel with perfect CSI, BMCM outper-
forms BICM down to FER=1× 10−2 and BER13= 4× 10−5.
BICM outperforms BMCM by 1.5dB at FER=10−4, due to the
higher minimum distance of the longer LDPC code. However,
BMCM achieves comparable FER performance to BICM in
the more realistic NoQS-fDT channel, for normalized fDT
values of 0.01-0.001 and a 2% CSI estimation error. BMCM
also achieves FER error floors approximately 1.6 to 3 times
lower than BICM. The BER error floors for BMCM are
approximately 2 to 5 times lower than BICM at high SNR.
The error floors rise as fDT decreases. As with the QPSK
case in Fig. 9, these floors can be lowered by using more PIC
updates.

As discussed in Section II-A, the BMCM structure shortens
processing delay by a factor of 4 compared to BICM. In
addition, unlike BICM, it does not suffer delays due to
interleaving/de-interleaving.

V. CONCLUSION

We have developed a MIMO system which uses a Rate
2 QOSTBC concatenated with a BMCM structure at the
transmitter. The proposed structure uses LDPC component
codes and requires no interleaving, which reduces the overall
processing delays. Any FEC codes may be used as component
codes. At the receiver, linear processing is used with a simple
iterative PIC detection scheme. The PIC scheme has much
lower complexity than either the JD scheme of [7] or the
BLAST scheme of [8], [2], [10] (which employs ordered SIC).
The LDPC codes allow for low complexity decoding using the
BP algorithm. The flexibility of the BMCM structure provides
for a range of performance versus throughput tradeoffs.

Simulation results show that we are able to achieve a
throughput of 5.6 bits/symbol period using nT = nR = 4 and
16-QAM and still maintain very good BER and FER perfor-
mance, when perfect CSI is available and quasi-static fading
is assumed. The use of a high rate QOSTBC enables the use
of a smaller modulation scheme, for fixed throughput, thereby
providing better overall noise protection. When the quasi-static
assumption is removed, the proposed system maintains good
performance in fast to slow fading (fDT = 0.01−0.001). The
results also show that the proposed system is robust to channel
estimation errors, with the QPSK-R2-PIC scheme losing only
2.5dB in the presence of a 23% channel estimation error, with
no diversity loss.

While BICM benefits from the use of longer codewords in
independent quasi-static channel with perfect CSI, BMCM is
more robust when more realistic assumptions used. BMCM
also has shorter processing delays.
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX I - LDPC CODE CONSTRUCTION

We outline our LDPC code construction method, which can
create codes with different rates for the same block length. To
the best of our knowledge, it is a novel method. It creates
regular LDPC codes, which have parity check matrices, H ,
with a constant row and column weight of p.

First, we create a p-by-p3 matrix called TableStore. The
algorithm used to generate TableStore is described in Fig.
12. For example, for p = 2, the 2-by-8 TableStore matrix
generated is given by[

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8 7 8 5 6

]
. (16)

The elements in the kth column of TableStore specify the
rows of H containing a 1 in that column. The other rows
have values of 0. The TableStore matrix of (16) defines an
8-by-8 H matrix which has a constant row weight and column
weight of p = 2. Our construction algorithm generates a p3-
by-p3 square matrix H , which can be divided into p-by-p
identity matrices, each of which are permuted in such a way
that the girth is at least 6. By systematically removing blocks
of p rows of H , we can construct a set of generator matrices
with increasing values of K and fixed values of N = p3.
Removing rows of H does not reduce the girth.

13The BER curves for BICM and BMCM are not shown due to space
constraints.
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